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Abstrat
This paper studies an optimal stopping problem for Lévy proesses. We give a justi-
ation of the form of the Snell envelope using standard results of optimal stopping. We also
justify the onvexity of the value funtion, and without a priori restrition to a partiular
lass of stopping times, we dedue that the smallest optimal stopping time is neessar-
ily a hitting time. We propose a method whih allows to obtain the optimal threshold.
Moreover this method allows to avoid long alulations of the integro-dierential operator
used in the usual proofs.
Keywords : Lévy proesses, optimal stopping problem, hitting time, Snell envelope.
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1 Introdution
In this paper we study an optimal stopping problem for jump proesses and its appliation
in Finane. We hoose to solve a partiular optimal stopping problem for Lévy proesses.
Without a priori restrition to a partiular lass of stopping times like in [5℄, we propose
a method to nd the optimal stopping time form (it will be a hitting time), as well as for
the alulation of the optimal threshold.
In fat we seek to ontrol a stohasti proess V of the form V = veX where v is a
real stritly positive onstant and X a Lévy proess. We onsider the following optimal
stopping problem :
esssupτ∈∆,τ≥tE
(∫ τ
t
e−r(s−t)h(Vs)ds | FVt
)
, (1)
where r > 0, FVt = σ(Vs, s ≤ t), ∆ is the set of FV. -stopping times and h is an ane
funtion. We will be brought bak to nd a stopping time τ ∗ whih maximizes τ 7→ Ev(Aτ )
where Aτ = e
−rτf(Vτ) and f an ane funtion. In many papers the optimal stopping
time is supposed from the beginning to be a hitting time, here we show that the optimal
stopping time is neessarily of the form τb = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ b}. Following [26℄, we also
introdue a dereasing sequene of almost surely nite stopping times (τε, ε > 0) whih
onverges to the optimal stopping time ; this is about the ε-optimal stopping times (i.e.
E(Aτ∗) − ε ≤ E(Aτε)). We give a justiation of the form of the Snell envelope of the
proess A using standard results of optimal stopping of [14, 26℄, we argue the onvexity
of the funtion v 7→ E(Aτ∗ |V0 = v) and the optimal stopping time form. The main result
is given by Theorems 3.14 and 3.13 whih allow to determine the optimal threshold. The
method used here allows to solve the optimal stopping problem when the joint Laplae
transform of (τb, Xτb), i.e. E[e
−rτb+aXτb ], is known.
The optimal stopping theory is a subjet whih often appears in the speialized liter-
ature, having appliations for example in Mediine [25℄ or Finane [13℄. Among others,
Leland [18, 19, 20℄, Due and Lando [9℄ or Villeneuve [27℄ studied the optimal stop-
ping problem for a diusion proess. Moreover, there are other authors who used mixed
diusion-jumps proesses for their models. For example, Hilberink and Rogers [11℄ or
Kyprianou [17℄ use a spetrally negative Lévy proess and Le Courtois and Quittard-
Pinon [6℄ stable Lévy proesses. Mixed diusion-jump proesses with double exponential
jumps were studied by Chen and Kou [5℄, Kou and Wang [15, 16℄, Dao [7℄. In [22℄,
the jumps follow an exponential law and they are either all positive or all negative. In
[7℄, Dao studies a model where the jumps follow an uniform law. In [23℄, Pham uses a
jump-diusion proess and the jumps are not restrited to any partiular law.
This paper is organized as follows : we introdue the optimal stopping problem (Setion
2). The following setion (Setion 3) ontains the main results whih haraterize the
optimal stopping time and the optimal threshold. At the end of this paper we solve
the studied optimal stopping problem in the ase of some partiular Lévy proesses :
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Brownian motion, Poisson proess, double exponential jump-diusion proess, a partiular
Lévy proess with positive jumps on the one hand (Setion 4), spetrally negative Lévy
proesses on the other hand (Setion 5). We will reover Due and Lando's result [9℄ for
a Brownian motion with drift and Kou and Wang's result [16℄ for a mixed diusion-jump
proess with double exponential jumps. Setion 6 ontains some optimal stopping tools.
2 Optimal stopping problem
Let V be a stohasti proess on a ltered probability spae (Ω,F , (Ft)t≥0,P). Assume
that V is of the form
V = veX
where v is a real stritly positive onstant and X is a Lévy proess. We sometimes use
the notation V v = veX , for v > 0.
Following Lévy-Khithine formula (see for example [1℄ or [17℄), the harateristi fun-
tion of X is
E(eiλXt) = e−tΨ(λ)
where λ ∈ R and the funtion Ψ : R→ C has the form
Ψ(λ) = −imλ + σ
2
2
λ2 +
∫
R
(1− eiλx + iλx1|x|<1)Π(dx)
with m ∈ R, σ > 0 and Π a mesure on R∗ suh that ∫ (1 ∧ |x|2)Π(dx) <∞.
From now on, E(.|V0 = v) and P(.|V0 = v) are denoted Ev(.) and Pv(.).
Assumption 2.1 Ev(Vt) <∞ for t ≥ 0.
The ondition Ev(Vt) <∞ for t ≥ 0 is equivalent to E(eXt) <∞ and, using Theorem
3.6 page 76 of [17℄, it is still equivalent to the ondition
∫
|x|≥1 e
xΠ(dx) < ∞. Moreover
E(eXt) is of the form E(eXt) = etψ(1) and Ev(Vt) = ve
tψ(1).
Let FV be the right-ontinuous omplete ltration generated by the proess V ,
FVt = σ(Vs, s ≤ t). We onsider the following optimal stopping problem :
St = esssupτ∈∆,τ≥tE
(∫ τ
t
e−r(s−t)(αVs − c)ds | FVt
)
, (2)
where r > 0, α > 0, c > 0 and ∆ is the set of FV. -stopping times.
Denition 2.2 A stopping time τ ∗t is said to be optimal at time t if it maximizes (2),
i.e.
3
E[∫ τ∗t
t
e−r(s−t)(αVs − c)ds | FVt
]
= esssupτ∈∆,τ≥tE
[∫ τ
t
e−r(s−t)(αVs − c)ds | FVt
]
.
Remark that for every t ≥ 0, St ≥ 0 beause τ = t ∈ ∆.
The same type of problem (2) was studied by Due and Lando in [9℄. In [9℄, X is a
Brownian motion with drift. The authors solve the problem using the Hamilton-Jaobi-
Bellman equations.
Assumption 2.3 r > ψ(1).
The neessity for this assumption is learly apparent. If Assumption 2.3 were not heked,
then Ev
(∫∞
0
e−rs(αVs − c)ds
)
= αv
∫∞
0
e−s(r−ψ(1))ds− c
r
would be innite and τ ∗0 =∞. It
implies that the proess s 7→ e−rs(αVs − c) belongs to L1(Ω⊗ R+, dP⊗ ds).
3 Optimal stopping time
In this part we show that the problem (2) admits at least an optimal stopping time and
that the smallest one is a hitting time. The proof of this result requires several lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3, for every τ ∈ ∆ the following equality is
true :
E
(∫ ∞
τ
e−r(s−τ)(αVs − c)ds | FVτ
)
=
(
αVτ
r − ψ(1) −
c
r
)
1{τ<∞}.
Proof
Let s ≥ 0. The exponential form of the proess V. allows the fatorization
Vs = Vτe
Xs−Xτ
on the set {s > τ}.
However X is a Lévy proess, therefore Xs − Xτ is independent of FVτ and equal in
distribution with Xs−τ onditionally to {s > τ}. Thus,
E
(∫ ∞
τ
e−r(s−τ)(αVs − c)ds | FVτ
)
= 1{τ<∞}e
rτ
[
αVτE
(∫ ∞
τ
e−rseXs−Xτds | FVτ
)
− e
−τrc
r
]
,
from whih the result follows :
E
(∫ ∞
τ
e−r(s−τ)(αVs − c)ds | FVτ
)
=
(
αVτ
r − ψ(1) −
c
r
)
1{τ<∞}.
✷
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Using Lemma 3.1, St an be rewritten as
St =
αVt
r − ψ(1) −
c
r
+ ertesssupτ∈∆,τ≥tE
[
e−rτ
( −αVτ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)
1τ<∞ | FVt
]
(3)
for eah t ≥ 0.
We have to solve the following optimal stopping problem :
Jt = esssupτ∈∆,τ≥tE
[
e−rτ
( −αVτ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)
1τ<∞ | FVt
]
. (4)
We introdue the proess Y. dened by :
Notation 3.2 Y : t 7→ Yt = e−rt
(
−αVt
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
)
.
Lemma 3.3 Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3, the proess Y. onverges in L
1
and almost
surely and its limit is Y∞ = 0.
Proof
Sine Ev(| Yt |) ≤ αvr−ψ(1)e−(r−ψ(1))t + ce
−rt
r
, then Yt −→L1 0.
This proess an be written in the form
Yt = −e−(r−ψ(1))tMt +Nt, t ≥ 0
where M dened by Mt =
e−ψ(1)tαVt
r−ψ(1) , t ≥ 0 is a positive martingale and N dened by
Nt =
ce−rt
r
, t ≥ 0 is a ontinuous dereasing bounded positive funtion. Consequently,
the proess Y. is the dierene between a ontinuous deterministi funtion whih goes to
0 and a positive supermartingale (thus whih onverges almost surely). Then, the proess
Y. onverges almost surely when t goes to ∞. Moreover the limit of Y in L1 is equal to 0,
therefore Y∞ = 0 almost surely. ✷
We thus look for an optimal stopping time among almost surely nite stopping times.
The random variable Y∞ being null almost surely, we an remove the indiator 1τ<∞ in
(4).
Remark 3.4 We imposed c > 0 to avoid the ase c = 0. Let us notie that if c = 0, we
have to alulate essential supremum of a negative quantity :
esssupτ∈∆,τ≥tE
[
e−rτ
−αVτ
r − ψ(1) | F
V
t
]
.
In this ase for eah t ≥ 0, the optimal stopping time is τ ∗t =∞, Jt = 0 and the optimal
value is St =
αVt
r−ψ(1) .
In all the partiular ases whih we will study, the optimal stopping time goes to innity
when c goes to 0.
We suppose that the proess Y. heks the following assumption :
Assumption 3.5 The proess Y. is of lass D (i.e. the set of random variables Yτ , τ ∈ ∆
is uniformly integrable).
Using Theorem 6.6 of Setion 6.1, we prove easily the following result :
Lemma 3.6 Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3, a suient ondition for Assumption 3.5
is
limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= 0 (5)
where Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : e−rt+Xt ≥ n}.
This is the ondition we will hek in all the examples of Setions 4 and 5.
The proess (t 7→ Yt, t ≥ 0) being of lass D, we an apply the results of optimal
stopping (see Setion 6.1). Aording to Theorem 6.1, the Snell envelope J of Y is of
the form (e−rts(Vt))t≥0 (with J∞ = 0 beause Y∞ = 0). We denote f(v) =
−αv
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
;
Denition (3) gives
St = −f(Vt) + e−rtJt = −f(Vt) + s(Vt), t ≥ 0. (6)
Thus the proess (St)t≥0 is of the form (w(Vt))t≥0 where w is a positive Borelian funtion.
Sine σ > 0, the support of Vt is R
∗
+ (as a onsequene of Theorem 24.10 i) page 152 of
[24℄), so for t = 0 Denition (6) yields S0 = −f(v) + s(v) and the funtion w oinides
with the funtion
v 7→ −f(v) + s(v).
The funtion s is a (dereasing) onvex funtion beause it is the sup of (dereasing)
ane funtions :
s(v) = supτ≥0Ev
[
e−rτ
( −αVτ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)]
= supτ≥0E1
[
e−rτ
( −αvV 1τ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)]
.
Remark 3.7 The funtion s being onvex, it is thus ontinuous.
Remark that s is a positive funtion beause
s(v) ≥ supt≥0Ev
[
e−rt
(
−αVt
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
)]
≥ supt≥0Ev
[
e−rt −αVt
r−ψ(1)
]
= supt≥0−αve
−(r−ψ(1))t
r−ψ(1) = 0.
Sine Yt −→p.s. 0, we have the following result whih is already shown in [27℄ where
the proess is not a Lévy, but a diusion proess. In [27℄, the author uses the proess
trajetories ontinuity to show his result. Sine our proess is àdlàg, we have to remake
the proof.
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Lemma 3.8 For v > 0, let
s(v) = supτ≥0Ev
[
e−rτ
( −αVτ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)]
and s+(v) = supτ≥0Ev
[
e−rτ
( −αVτ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)+]
.
If σ > 0, then under Assumptions 2.1, 2.3 and 3.5, s+(v) > 0 and s(v) = s+(v) for every
v > 0.
Proof
We show that if there exists v0 > 0 suh that s(v0) < s
+(v0), then there exists v1 > 0
suh that s+(v1) = 0. We prove that this last relation an not be satised.
By onstrution, for eah v > 0, s(v) ≤ s+(v). Let us suppose that there exists v0 > 0
suh that s(v0) < s
+(v0).
The proess V. is a right ontinuous one, the proess Y
+ : t→ Y +t = e−rt
(
−αVt
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
)+
takes its values in [0, c
r
], then the assumptions of Theorem 6.3 of Setion 6.1 are heked
for Y +. We dene the funtion f+(v) =
(
−αv
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
)+
; the stopping time
τ+ = inf{u ≥ 0 : f+(V v0u ) = s+(V v0u )}
is the smallest optimal stopping time of the problem
s+(v0) = supτ≥0Ev0
[
e−rτ
( −αVτ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)+]
.
Sine Y onverges almost surely to 0, then Y + onverges almost surely to 0 and :
s+(v0) = Ev0
[
e−rτ
+
( −αVτ+
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)+]
= Ev0
[
e−rτ
+
( −αVτ+
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)+
1τ+<∞
]
.
Using the denition of s and s+ :
Ev0
[
e−rτ
+
f(Vτ+)
]
≤ s(v0) < s+(v0) = Ev0
[
e−rτ
+
f+(Vτ+)
]
and onsequently Ev0
[
e−rτ
+
(f(Vτ+)− f+(Vτ+))
]
< 0, Pv0 ({ω : f(Vτ+) < 0}) > 0 and
Pv0 ({ω : s+(Vτ+) = 0}) > 0.
Thus there exists v1 suh that s
+(v1) = 0. Then for any stopping time τ , Pv1-almost
surely e−rτf+(Vτ ) = 0 and in partiular for every t ∈ R+, f+(Vt) = 0. This involves that
Pv1-almost surely Vt ≥ c(r−ψ(1))αr whih is a ontradition beause the support of Vt is R∗+
when σ > 0. So s+(v) > 0 for every v ∈ R∗+ and s(v) = s+(v). ✷
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Remark 3.9 We have the equality s(v) = s+(v) > 0 for every v > 0.
Proposition 3.10 If σ > 0, then under Assumptions 2.1, 2.3 and 3.5, there exists at
least an optimal stopping time for the problem (4).
For any c > 0 there exists bc > 0 suh that the smallest optimal stopping time has the
following form
τbc = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ bc}.
Proof
Using Lemma 3.8, the problem (4) an be written as supτ≥0E(Y +τ ). The assumptions of
Theorem 6.3 of Setion 6.1 are heked and the stopping time
τ ∗ = inf{u ≥ 0 : f+(Vu) = s+(Vu)}
is the smallest optimal stopping time. However s(v) = s+(v) > 0 for all v > 0, so
τ ∗ = inf{u ≥ 0 : f(Vu) = s(Vu)}
is the smallest optimal stopping time. The funtion s is upper bounded by c
r
beause Y +.
is upper bounded by
c
r
and limv↓0s(v) = limv↓0f(v) = cr .
Sine s is onvex and f ane, then inf{v > 0 : f(v) < s(v)} is equal to
sup{v > 0 : f(v) = s(v)}, and we denote it bc. Indeed, let b′c = sup{v : f(v) = s(v)} and
bc = inf{v : f(v) < s(v)}. Sine limv↓0s(v) = limv↓0f(v), then b′c exists and b′c ≥ 0. If
bc = 0, then b
′
c = 0.
If bc > 0, then for every v < bc, f(v) = s(v) ; in partiular f(bc − 1n) = s(bc − 1n).
When n goes to innity, sine s and f are ontinuous, then f(bc) = s(bc), so bc ≤ b′c. Let
us suppose that bc < b
′
c, thus there exists v, bc < v < b
′
c suh that f(v) < s(v). However
s is onvex :
s(v)− s(bc)
v − bc ≤
s(b′c)− s(v)
b′c − v
.
Sine, by ontinuity, f(b′c) = s(b
′
c), then
s(v)− f(bc)
v − bc ≤
f(b′c)− s(v)
b′c − v
Sine s(v) > f(v), then
f(v)− f(bc)
v − bc <
s(v)− f(bc)
v − bc ≤
f(b′c)− s(v)
b′c − v
<
f(b′c)− f(v)
b′c − v
,
whih is a ontradition beause, sine f is ane, then
f(v)−f(bc)
v−bc =
f(b′c)−f(v)
b′c−v =
−α
r−ψ(1) .
Consequently bc = b
′
c.
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This means that the smallest optimal stopping time τ ∗ is also the rst entrane time
in ]0, bc]. ✷
The smallest optimal stopping time of (4) depends on c and from now on we use the
notation τ ∗(c). As a onsequene of Theorem 6.2 of Setion 6.1, we have that
(t 7→ e−r(t∧τ∗(c))s(Vt∧τ∗(c)), t ≥ 0) is a martingale and Yτ∗(c) = e−rτ∗(c)s(Vτ∗(c)).
We introdue an auxiliary funtion :
Denition 3.11 Let g : R∗+×]0, (r−ψ(1))crα [→ R∗+ be the funtion dened by
g(v, b) = Ev
[
e−rτb
( −αVτb
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)]
where τb = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ b}.
If b ∈ R+, then g is not neessarily positive. The ondition b ∈]0, (r−ψ(1))crα [ implies the
positivity of g.
Remark 3.12 Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.10, there exists Bc suh that
g(., Bc) = s(.).
Remark that we an expliit g as a funtion of Laplae transforms
L(x) = E [e−rτ¯x |X0 = 0] , G(x) = E [e−rτ¯x+Xτ¯x |X0 = 0]
where τ¯x = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ x}. Indeed, the funtion g an be written as
g(v, b) =
−αv
r − ψ(1)G
(
ln
b
v
)
+
c
r
L
(
ln
b
v
)
.
Now, the aim is to alulate, when that is possible, the value of the optimal threshold
Bc as a funtion of α, c, r, ψ(1) and the funtions L and G.
Remark that L(x) = G(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ G(x) ≤ L(x) ≤ 1. Moreover these
funtions are inreasing. Indeed for every x ≤ y < 0, τ¯y ≤ τ¯x, thus L is an inreasing
funtion. Moreover
G(y) = E [e−rτ¯y+Xτ¯y1Xτ¯y≤x|X0 = 0]+ E [e−rτ¯y+Xτ¯y1x<Xτ¯y≤y|X0 = 0] .
On {Xτ¯y ≤ x}, τ¯y = τ¯x P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely and Xτ¯y = Xτ¯x . On {x < Xτ¯y ≤ y},
−rτ¯y +Xτ¯y ≥ −rτ¯x + x ≥ −rτ¯x +Xτ¯x and the result follows G(y) ≥ G(x).
When G is disontinuous at x = 0, Bc is easy to obtain.
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Theorem 3.13 Let σ > 0. Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.3 and 3.5, we suppose that the
funtion G is disontinuous at x = 0. Then the smallest optimal stopping time is
τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc},
where Bc =
c(r−ψ(1))
rα
limx↑0
1−L(x)
1−G(x) .
Proof
Let b ∈]0, (r−ψ(1))c
rα
[. The funtion g has the form
g(v, b) =
{
− αv
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
if v ≤ b
−αv
r−ψ(1)G
(
ln b
v
)
+ c
r
L (ln b
v
)
if v > b.
If the funtion g(., b) is ontinuous at b, then b is solution of
− αb
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
=
−αb
r − ψ(1)G(0
−) +
c
r
L(0−). (7)
However, G is disontinuous at x = 0, so G(0−) 6= 1 and the equation (7) has only one
solution :
b∗ =
c(r − ψ(1))
rα
1− L(0−)
1− G(0−) =
c(r − ψ(1))
rα
limx↑0
1−L(x)
1− G(x) .
The funtion s has the form g(., Bc) = s(.) and is onvex, thus it is ontinuous, in
partiular it is ontinuous at Bc. We dedue that Bc = b
∗
. ✷
When G is ontinuous at x = 0, Bc is more tehnial to obtain, but it has the same
form.
Theorem 3.14 Let σ > 0. Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.3 and 3.5, we suppose that the
funtion G is ontinuous at x = 0.
1. If G has left derivative at x = 0 (say G ′(0−)), then L has left derivative at x = 0
(say L′(0−)).
2. If moreover G ′(0−) 6= 0, then Bc ∈ [b˜, (r−ψ(1))crα [ where b˜ = (r−ψ(1))crα limx↑0 1−L(x)1−G(x) .
3. If moreover g(., b˜) is stritly onvex on ]b˜, ∞[,
then the smaller optimal stopping time is
τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc}, where Bc = b˜.
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Proof
(1) By Remark 3.12, there exists Bc suh that g(., Bc) = s(.). The funtion s is onvex,
therefore the right and left derivatives exist everywhere and
s′(v−) ≤ s′(v+) for all v ∈ R∗+, (8)
where s′(v−) and s′(v+) are the left and right derivatives of s at v. In partiular, this
means that
g(v, Bc) =
−αv
r − ψ(1)G
(
ln
Bc
v
)
+
c
r
L
(
ln
Bc
v
)
= s(v)
has right and left derivatives at v = Bc. Sine G has right and left derivatives at x = 0,
then L has also right and left derivatives at x = 0.
(2) Let us make v = Bc in (8) :
−α
r − ψ(1) ≤
−α
r − ψ(1) +
α
r − ψ(1)G
′(0−)− c
rBc
L′(0−).
We dedue that Bc ≥ b˜ = (r−ψ(1))crα L
′(0−)
G′(0−) =
(r−ψ(1))c
rα
limx↑0
1−L(x)
1−G(x) .
(3) If moreover g(., b˜) is stritly onvex on ]b˜, ∞[, then
g(v, b˜) > f(v) for all v > b˜. (9)
Indeed, the graph of f is tangent to the graph of g(., b˜) in v = b˜.
Suppose that Bc > b˜, then
f(Bc) = s(Bc) = g(Bc, Bc) ≥ g(Bc, b˜)
whih ontradits (9). ✷
We stress the following onsequene of Theorem 3.14.
Remark 3.15 If G ′(0−) exists, then L′(0−) exists.
Proposition 3.16 For any ε > 0, let
τε(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : e−rts(Vt) ≤ e−rtf(Vt) + ε}.
If σ > 0, then under Assumptions 2.1, 2.3 and 3.5, P(τε(c) <∞) = 1 and
limε→0τε(c) = τ ∗(c).
Proof
Sine E[supt≥0max(e−rtf(Vt), 0)] ≤ cr , then using Lemma 6.5 of Setion 6.1,
P(τε(c) <∞) = 1.
The sequene (τε(c), ε ≥ 0) is a dereasing sequene of stopping times, hene the limit
τ0 = limε→0τε(c) exists and using Theorem 6.3 of Setion 6, it is equal to τ0 = τ ∗(c). ✷
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3.0.1 Appliation to Finane
This type of optimal stopping problem an be applied in Finane : the proess V desribes
the assets value of a given rm. The rate r desribes the disount urrent rate and
ψ(1) = 1
t
lnE
(
Vt
V0
)
the expeted asset growth rate. Suppose that the rm generates ash
ows at the rate αVt at any time t. The rm issues bonds and pays oupons indenitely
(meaning that c is a speed of payement). The expeted present value of the ash ows
generated by the rm until the liquidation time τ is
Ev
[∫ τ
0
e−rt(αVs − c)ds
]
.
At a xed time t, the equity owners look for an optimal liquidation time : they want to
maximize the expeted present value of the ash ows generated by the rm until the
liquidation time τ . This one orresponds to the solution of the optimal stopping problem
(2).
4 Examples
The examples presented in this setion are some models where Ev
(
e−rτb+aXτb
)
is known
for all b. Next we onsider some partiular Lévy proesses, we hek that the assumptions
of Theorem 3.14 or Theorem 3.13 are satised and we solve the problem (2) in eah ase.
We start with a ontinuous Lévy proess (Brownian motion), then we ontinue with a
double exponential jump-diusion proess, a partiular spetrally positive proess and we
nish with the Poisson proess.
4.1 Brownian motion
We nd Due and Lando's result, the optimal stopping problem (2) being already studied
in [9℄ for a Brownian motion with drift. The parameters (m, σ, δ, (θ − 1)C) of Due and
Lando's model orrespond here to (0, 1, α, c). Contrary to their method, our method
allows to avoid long alulations of the integro-dierential operator.
Let X = W where (Wt, t ≥ 0) is a standard Brownian motion. Then V = veW . In
this ase ψ(1) = 1
2
and Assumption 2.1 is heked. We impose (Assumption 2.3) that
r > 1
2
.
Lemma 4.1 The Brownian motion heks the relation (5), i.e.
limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+WRn1Rn<∞|W0 = 0
)
= 0
where Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : e−rt+Wt ≥ n}. Consequently, Assumption 3.5 is satised.
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Proof
The proess W is ontinuous, so
Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : e−rt+Wt ≥ n} = inf{t ≥ 0 : −rt+Wt = ln(n)}.
Thus E
(
e−rRn+WRn1Rn<∞|W0 = 0
)
= nP (Rn <∞|W0 = 0) .
We apply a result of [12℄ (page 197), and we obtain
E
(
e−rRn+WRn1Rn<∞|W0 = 0
)
= ne−2rln(n) = n1−2r.
However r > 1
2
, then limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+WRn1Rn<∞|W0 = 0
)
= 0. ✷
The hypothesis of Proposition 3.10 are heked and the smallest optimal stopping time
has the form
τbc = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ bc} = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt = bc}
beause V is a ontinuous proess.
Using Remark 8.3 page 96 of [12℄ whih gives the Laplae transform of a hitting time
in the ase of a Brownian motion,
L(x) = ex
√
2r
and G(x) = ex(
√
2r+1), x < 0.
The funtion g has the form
g(v, b) =


− αv
r− 1
2
+ c
r
if v ≤ b(
−αb
r− 1
2
+ c
r
) (
v
b
)−√2r
if v > b.
We notie that the funtion x 7→ G(x) is ontinuous at x = 0. Let us hek the hy-
pothesis of Theorem 3.14 :
(1) G has left derivative at x = 0.
(2) Moreover G ′(0−) = √2r + 1 6= 0. Sine L′(0−) = √2r then b˜ = c
√
2r(r− 1
2
)
αr(
√
2r+1)
.
(3) Remark that the funtion g(., b˜) belongs to C2(]b˜, ∞[). Its seond derivative is equal
to
∂2g
∂v2
(v, b˜) =
(
−αb˜
r − 1
2
+
c
r
) √
2r(
√
2r + 1)
b˜2
(
v
b˜
)−√2r−2
=
c
√
2r
rb˜2
(
v
b˜
)−√2r−2
> 0
and the funtion g(., b˜) is stritly onvex on ]b˜, ∞[.
Thus Bc = b˜ and the optimal stopping time is
τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt = Bc}.
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Proposition 4.2 If X is a standard Brownian motion, then with the notations introdued
in Setion 4.1,
1. The smallest optimal stopping time is τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt = Bc} where
Bc =
c
√
2r(r− 1
2
)
αr(
√
2r+1)
.
2. The value funtion w is given by
w(v) =
αv
r − 1
2
− c
r
(
1 +
1√
2r
(
v
Bc
)−√2r)
where v > Bc.
4.2 Double exponential jump-diusion proess
Using Lemma 3.8, the problem (2) an be brought bak to an optimal stopping problem
for an Amerian Put option with strike prie
c(r−ψ(1))
rα
:
s(v) = supτ≥0Ev
[
e−rτ
( −αVτ
r − ψ(1) +
c
r
)+]
=
α
r − ψ(1)supτ≥0Ev
[
e−rτ
(
−Vτ + c(r − ψ(1))
rα
)+]
.
We nd the result of Theorem 1 of [16℄. In [16℄, the authors solve an optimal stopping
problem for an Amerian Put option. They use the Wiener-Hopf fatorization. But, in
general expliit alulation of the Wiener-Hopf fatorization is diult. Beause of the
memoryless property of the exponential distribution, they an solve the problem expliitly.
Our method is muh easier to use than their method, muh more rapid and it an be used
for any Lévy proess.
In [23℄, Pham studies an optimal stopping problem for an Amerian Put option with
nite time horizon. His model is a jump-diusion one and the jumps are not restrited
to any partiular law. He uses integro-dierential equations to solve his problem.
The next model is Kou and Wang's model (we refer to [15, 16℄ and [5℄). Indeed, we
suppose thatX is a mixed diusion-jump proess and the jump size is a double exponential
distributed random variable :
Xt = mt+ σWt +
Nt∑
i=1
Yi, t ≥ 0, (10)
where (Wt, t ≥ 0) is a standard Brownian motion, (Nt, t ≥ 0) is a Poisson proess with
onstant positive intensity a, (Yi, i ∈ N) is a sequene of independent and identially
distributed random variables. The ommon density of Y is given by
fY (y) = pη1e
−η1y
1y>0 + qη2e
η2y
1y<0, y ∈ R,
where p + q = 1, p, q > 0, η1 > 1 and η2 > 0. Moreover we suppose that (Yi, i ∈ N),
(Nt, t ≥ 0) and (Wt, t ≥ 0) are independent.
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We treat separately the ases where q = 0 or p = 0.
The ondition η1 > 1 implies E(e
Y ) <∞ and Ev(Vt) <∞ for every t ≥ 0. Assumption
2.1 is heked and ψ(1) = m+ σ
2
2
+ aE(eY − 1). Here Assumption 2.3 is
r > m+ σ
2
2
+ aE(eY − 1) where E(eY − 1) = η1p
η1−1 +
η2q
η2+1
− 1.
Lemma 4.3 The proess X introdued in (10) heks the relation (5), i.e.
limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= 0
where Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : e−rt+Xt ≥ n}. Consequently, Assumption 3.5 is satised.
The demonstration of this lemma rests on Corollary 3.3 of [15℄ realled in Setion 6.2
(we refer to relation (18)).
Proof
Remark that Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : (−r +m)t + σWt +
∑Nt
i=1 Yi ≥ ln(n)}, n ∈ N∗.
We apply (18) of Setion 6.2 to r = 0, β = 1, b = ln(n) and
Xt = (−r +m)t+ σWt +
∑Nt
i=1 Yi (in fat we replae the drift m by −r +m) :
E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= n1−ψ1
(η1 − ψ1)(ψ0 − 1)
(ψ0 − ψ1)(η1 − 1) + n
1−ψ0 (ψ0 − η1)(ψ1 − 1)
(ψ0 − ψ1)(η1 − 1) (11)
where 0 < ψ1 < η1 < ψ0 <∞ are the positive roots of equation f(ψ) = 0 with
f(ψ) = (−r +m)ψ + σ
2
2
ψ2 + a
[
η1p
η1 − ψ +
η2q
η2 + ψ
− 1
]
.
The equation f(ψ) = 0 has exatly four roots (see Lemma 2.1 of [15℄), and the two
positive solutions are both stritly greater than 1. Indeed,
ψ −∞ −η2 0 1 η1 ∞
f(ψ) ∞ −∞ ∞ 0 f(1) ∞ −∞ ∞
where f(1) = (−r + m) + σ2
2
+ a
[
η1p
η1−1 +
η2q
η2+1
− 1
]
= −r + m + σ2
2
+ aE(eY − 1) < 0
aording to Assumption 2.3 rewritten in this ase.
Sine 1 < ψ1 < η1 < ψ0, then by taking the limit in (11) we obtain :
limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= 0.
✷
The assumptions of Proposition 3.10 are heked and the smallest optimal stopping
time has the form
τbc = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ bc}.
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The results of [15℄ allow us to write for all x < 0 the form of the funtions x 7→ L(x),
x 7→ G(x) and therefore g(., b) on ]b, ∞[ :
L(x) =ψ2(η2 + ψ3)
(ψ2 − ψ3)η2 e
−xψ3 − ψ3(η2 + ψ2)
(ψ2 − ψ3)η2 e
−xψ2,
G(x) =ex
[
(η2 + ψ3)(ψ2 − 1)
(ψ2 − ψ3)(η2 + 1)e
−xψ3 +
(η2 + ψ2)(1− ψ3)
(ψ2 − ψ3)(η2 + 1)e
−xψ2
]
,
where −∞ < ψ3 < −η2 < ψ2 < 0 are the two negative roots of the equation
mψ +
σ2
2
ψ2 + a[
η1p
η1 − ψ +
η2q
η2 + ψ
− 1] = r.
Thus, the funtion g is equal to :
g(v, b) =
{ − αv
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
if v ≤ b
Ab(
v
b
)ψ3 +Db(
v
b
)ψ2 if v > b,
where Ab =− αb
r − ψ(1)
(η2 + ψ3)(ψ2 − 1)
(ψ2 − ψ3)(η2 + 1) +
c
r
ψ2(η2 + ψ3)
(ψ2 − ψ3)η2 and
Db =− αb
r − ψ(1)
(η2 + ψ2)(1− ψ3)
(ψ2 − ψ3)(η2 + 1) −
c
r
ψ3(η2 + ψ2)
(ψ2 − ψ3)η2 .
Remark that the funtion x 7→ G(x) is ontinuous at x = 0. Let us hek the assump-
tions of Theorem 3.14 :
(1) G has left derivative at x = 0.
(2) Moreover G ′(0−) = (1−ψ2)(1−ψ3)
(η2+1)
6= 0. Sine L′(0−) = ψ2ψ3
η2
then b˜ = c(r−ψ(1))ψ2ψ3(η2+1)
rαη2(1−ψ2)(1−ψ3) .
(3) Remark that g(., b˜) ∈ C2(]b˜, ∞[) and
∂2g
∂v2
(v, b˜) =Ac(
1
b˜
)ψ3ψ3(ψ3 − 1)vψ3−2 +Dc(1
b˜
)ψ2ψ2(ψ2 − 1)vψ2−2
where Ac =
cψ2(η2 + ψ3)
r(ψ2 − ψ3)η2(1− ψ3) > 0,
Dc =− cψ3(η2 + ψ2)
r(ψ2 − ψ3)η2(1− ψ2) > 0.
Thus
∂2g
∂v2
(v, b˜) > 0 for v > b˜ and g(., b˜) is stritly onvex on ]b˜, ∞[.
We an apply Theorem 3.14, Bc = b˜ and the optimal stopping time is
τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc}.
Proposition 4.4 Let X be the proess introdued in (10). Then, using the notations
introdued in Setion 4.2 :
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1. The smallest optimal stopping time is τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc} where
Bc =
c(r−ψ(1))ψ2ψ3(η2+1)
rαη2(1−ψ2)(1−ψ3) .
2. For v > Bc, the value funtion w is equal to
w(v) =
αv
r − 1
2
− c
r
+
cψ2(η2 + ψ3)
r(ψ2 − ψ3)η2(1− ψ3)
(
v
Bc
)ψ3
− cψ3(η2 + ψ2)
r(ψ2 − ψ3)η2(1− ψ2)
(
v
Bc
)ψ2
.
4.3 Exponential jump-diusion proess
To our knowledge, the following result seems to be new.
In this setion, we suppose that X is a mixed diusion-jump proess and the jump
size is a random variable with an exponential distribution :
Xt = mt+ σWt +
Nt∑
i=1
Yi, t ≥ 0, (12)
where (Wt, t ≥ 0) is a standard Brownian motion, (Nt, t ≥ 0) is a Poisson proess with
onstant positive intensity a, (Yi, i ∈ N) is a sequene of independent and identially
distributed random variables with an exponential distribution, i.e. the ommon density of
Y is given by fY (y) = η1e
−η1y1y>0 where η1 > 1. Moreover we suppose that (Yi, i ∈ N),
(Nt, t ≥ 0) and (Wt, t ≥ 0) are independent. This is a partiular Lévy proess with
positive jumps.
As for the double exponential jump-diusion proess (here we onsider q = 0, so
p = 1), the ondition η1 > 1 implies E(e
Y ) <∞. Assumption 2.1 is thus heked. In this
partiular ase, ψ(1) = m+ σ
2
2
+ a
η1−1 and Assumption 2.3 is r > m+
σ2
2
+ a
η1−1 .
Lemma 4.5 The proess X introdued in (12) satises the relation (5), i.e.
limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= 0
where Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : e−rt+Xt ≥ n}. Consequently, Assumption 3.5 is heked.
We use (18) and Remark 6.8 of Setion 6.2 to prove this result. The demonstration of
this lemma is the same as that of Lemma 4.3, the only dierene is that here p = 1 (thus
q = 0) and 0 < ψ1 < η1 < ψ0 < ∞ are the positive roots of equation f(ψ) = 0 where
f(ψ) = (−r +m)ψ + σ2
2
ψ2 + aψ
η1−ψ .
The assumptions of Proposition 3.10 are heked and the smallest optimal stopping
time has the form
τbc = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ bc}.
The following result of [10℄ allows us to write for every x < 0 the form of the funtions
x 7→ L(x) and x 7→ G(x) :
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Proposition 4.6 (Theorem 1 of [10℄)
Let X be a Lévy proess with no negative jumps and harateristi funtion Ψ :
E(eiλXt) = e−tΨ(λ).
1. The equation r +Ψ(λ) = 0 has at most one root in Im(λ) > 0.
2. Let x < 0 and τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ x}. If r + Ψ(λ) = 0 has a root denoted iλ¯,
λ¯ > 0, then
E
(
e−rτ+iqXτ
)
= exλ¯+ixq.
In our partiular ase Ψ(λ) = −imλ + σ2λ2
2
− aiλ
η1−iλ . Sine the equation r + Ψ(λ) = 0
has a root in Im(λ) > 0, then we an apply Proposition 4.6 :
L(x) = exλ¯ and G(x) = ex(λ¯+1).
The funtion g has the form
g(v, b) =
{ − αv
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
if v ≤ b(
−αb
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
) (
b
v
)λ¯
if v > b.
Remark that the funtion x 7→ G(x) is ontinuous at x = 0. Let us hek the assump-
tions of Theorem 3.14 :
(1) G has left derivative at x = 0.
(2) Moreover G ′(0−) = λ¯+ 1 6= 0. Sine L′(0−) = λ¯ then b˜ = cλ¯(r−ψ(1))
αr(λ¯+1)
.
(3) Remark that g(., b˜) ∈ C2(]b˜, ∞[) and ∂2g
∂v2
(v, b˜) = cλ¯
rb˜2
(
b˜
v
)λ¯+2
> 0. Thus the funtion
g(., b˜) is stritly onvex on ]b˜, ∞[.
Then Bc = b˜. Sine, X has no negative jumps, the smallest optimal stopping time is
τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt = Bc}.
Proposition 4.7 Let X be the proess introdued in (12). Then, using the notations
introdued in setion 4.3, we have :
1. The smallest optimal stopping time is τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc} where
Bc =
cλ¯(r−ψ(1))
αr(λ¯+1)
.
2. For v > Bc, the value funtion w is equal to w(v) =
αv
r−ψ(1) − cr + cr(1+λ¯)
(
Bc
v
)λ¯
.
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4.4 Poisson proess
In absene of a known referene, we treat the easy ase X = −N where (Nt, t ≥ 0)
is a Poisson proess with onstant positive intensity a. Then V = ve−N . In this ase
the Laplae transform of the proess X exists, Assumption 2.1 is heked and ψ(1) =
a(e−1−1). We note that here Assumption 2.3 is always heked sine r > 0 > a(e−1−1).
Moreover, the proess t 7→ Yt = e−rt
(
−αve−Nt
r−a(e−1−1) +
c
r
)
is bounded, thus of lass D.
In this partiular ase, sine the Gaussian omponent of X is null, Lemma 3.8 annot
be applied. Let us reall that this lemma allows us to rewrite the funtion s in a partiular
form (s(v) = supτ≥0Ev[e−rtf+(Vt)]) in order to be able to apply Theorem 6.3 of Setion
6 and to nd the smallest optimal stopping time form. However, sine the proess t 7→
Yt = e
−rtf(Vt) is bounded, then Theorem 6.3 of Setion 6 may be applied diretly. The
smallest optimal stopping time is τ ∗ = inf{t : f(Vt) = s(Vt)}. In this partiular ase
where X = −N , the funtion s is dened on {v, ve−1, ve−2...}, its ontinuous prolongation
by linear interpolation is onvex and the onlusion of Proposition 3.10 is true.
The smallest optimal stopping time has the form
τbc = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ bc} = inf
{
t ≥ 0 : Nt ≥ ln
(
v
bc
)}
and in this ase it oinides with a jump time of the proess N .
Let (Ti, i ∈ N∗) be a sequene of random variables desribing the jump times of the
proess N .
To nd the form of the funtions L and G we alulate E (e−rτx) and E (e−rτx−Nτx)
where τx = inf{t ≥ 0 : Nt ≥ −x}:
L(x) =
∑
i≥0
E
(
e−rTi1τx=Ti
)
= 1x≥0 +
∑
i≥1
E
(
e−rTi
)
1i−1<−x≤i.
Sine Ti = S1 + ... + Si where (Sj, j ∈ N) is a sequene of independent and identi-
ally distributed random variables with exponential distribution with parameter a, then
E
(
e−rTi
)
= E
(
e−rS1
)i
=
(
a
r+a
)i
and
L(x) = 1x≥0 +
∑
i≥1
(
a
r + a
)i
1i−1<−x≤i.
In the same way, we alulate
G(x) =
∑
i≥0
E
(
e−rTi−i1τx=Ti
)
= 1x≥0 +
∑
i≥1
(
a
e(r + a)
)i
1i−1<−x≤i.
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The funtion g(., b) has the form :
g(v, b) =


− αv
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
if v ≤ b
− αv
r−ψ(1)
a
e(r+a)
+ c
r
a
r+a
if b < v ≤ be
− αv
r−ψ(1)
(
a
e(r+a)
)2
+ c
r
(
a
r+a
)2
if be < v ≤ be2
...
Remark that G is disontinuous at x = 0. By Theorem 3.13, Bc = ce(r−ψ(1))α(er+ea−a) and the
optimal stopping time is
τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc}.
Proposition 4.8 Let X = −N where (Nt, t ≥ 0) is a Poisson proess with onstant
positive intensity a. Then with the notations introdued in Setion 4.4 :
1. The smallest optimal stopping time is τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc} where
Bc =
ce(r−ψ(1))
α(er+ea−a) .
2. For v > Bc, the value funtion w is equal to
w(v) =
∑
i≥1
[
αv
r − ψ(1)
(
1−
(
a
e(r + a)
)i)
− c
r
(
1−
(
a
r + a
)i)]
1Bcei−1<v≤Bcei.
5 Spetrally negative proesses. Case of an unbounded
variation proess.
The ase of spetrally negative proesses is more ompliated and requires more alu-
lations than the other examples. We present here the example of a spetrally negative
proess with a non null Gaussian omponent.
5.1 Notations, hypothesis and tools
Throughout this setion, we suppose that X is a real-valued Lévy proess with no positive
jumps. Some authors say that X is spetrally negative. The ase when X is either a
negative Lévy proess with dereasing paths or a deterministi drift are exluded in this
sequel. The Laplae transform of suh a proess exists and has the following form (see [1℄
page 187-189 for details) :
E(eλXt) = etψ(λ) where λ ∈ R+, ψ(λ) = mλ+ σ
2
2
λ2 +
∫ 0
−∞
(eλx − 1− λx1x>−1)Π(dx).
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The funtion ψ : [0,∞[→ R is stritly onvex and limλ→∞ψ(λ) = ∞. We denote by
Φ(0) the largest solution of the equation ψ(λ) = 0. Observe that 0 is always a solution
of ψ(λ) = 0. If Φ(0) > 0, then by strit onvexity, 0 and Φ(0) are the only solutions of
ψ(λ) = 0. In all ases, ψ : [Φ(0),∞[→ R+ is ontinuous and inreasing, it is a bijetion
and its inverse is Φ : [0,∞[→ [Φ(0),∞[ : ψ ◦ Φ(λ) = λ (λ > 0). Assumption 2.3, i.e.
r > ψ(1) is equivalent to Φ(r) > 1.
In the sequel we suppose that r > ψ(1) (Assumption 2.3).
The proess t 7→ ecXt−ψ(c)t is a martingale. Dene for eah c ≥ 0 the hange of measure
:
dP
c
dP
|Ft= ecXt−ψ(c)t. Following [17℄, we introdue a new funtion :
Denition 5.1 For any q ≥ 0 let W (q) : R→ R+ be the funtion dened by
W (q)(x) = eΦ(q)xPΦ(q)(inft≥0Xt ≥ 0|X0 = x).
The following proposition presents some properties of the funtion W (q) shown in [17℄
and [4℄ :
Proposition 5.2 For any q ≥ 0, the funtion W (q) has the following properties :
1. W (q)(x) = 0 for x < 0 and W (q) is a stritly inreasing and ontinuous funtion on
[0,∞[ whose Laplae transform satises∫ ∞
0
e−βxW (q)(x)dx =
1
ψ(β)− q
for β > Φ(q) (Theorem 8.1 page 214 of [17℄).
2. W (q)(0) = 0 if and only if X has unbounded variation (Lemma 8.6 page 223 of [17℄).
3. W (q)
′
(0) = 2
σ2
if X has unbounded variation (Exerie 8.5 page 234 of [17℄).
4. If the proess X has a non null Gaussian omponent, then the funtion W (q) belongs
to C2(]0,∞[) (Theorem 2 of [4℄).
We introdue the following funtions:
Denition 5.3 1. For any q ≥ 0 let Z(q) : R+ → R+ be the funtion dened by
Z(q)(x) = 1 + q
∫ x
0
W (q)(y)dy.
2. For any q ∈ C and c ∈ R suh that ψ(c) ≤ q, let
W (q−ψ(c))c (x) = e
−cxW (q)(x) and Z(q−ψ(c))c (x) = 1+(q−ψ(c))
∫ x
0
W (q−ψ(c))c (y)dy
for every x ≥ 0.
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Remark 5.4 i) From Proposition 5.2 (2) and Denition 5.3 (2), if X has unbounded
variation, then
W (q−ψ(c))c (0) = 0.
ii) Moreover, Denition 5.3 (1) and (2) taken in x = 0 give
Z(q)(0) = 1, Z(q−ψ(c))c (0) = 1.
5.2 Optimal stopping time
Let us suppose that σ > 0 ; one an express the Lévy proess as the sum of a Brownian
motion with drift and a pure jump proess with negative jumps ; there are thus proesses
with unbounded variation. The ase p = 0 of Setion 4.2 is a partiular ase of a negative
Lévy proess with a non null Gaussian omponent.
At our knowledge, there does not exist any proof to show that under Assumption 2.3,
the proess
(
e−rt+Xt , t ≥ 0) is of lass D.
Lemma 5.5 Let X be a Lévy proess with a non null Gaussian omponent satisfying
Assumption 2.3. This proess heks the relation (5), i.e.
limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= 0
where Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : e−rt+Xt ≥ n}. Consequently, Assumption 3.5 is satised.
The proof of this lemma rests on the following result :
Lemma 5.6 Let X be a spetrally negative proess and for eah x > 0 let τx be the
following stopping time τx = inf{t > 0 : Xt > x}. Then
1. For any x > 0, τx = inf{t > 0 : Xt ≥ x} P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely (Lemma 49.6
page 373 of [24℄).
2. P (τx <∞|X0 = 0) = e−Φ(0)x where Φ(0) is introdued in Setion 5.1 (Corollary
3.13 page 82 of [17℄).
3. Sine the proess X has no positive jumps, then P(Xτx = x|τx < ∞, X0 = 0) = 1
(page 212 of [17℄).
Proof of Lemma 5.5
The stopping time Rn an be written as Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : −rt + Xt ≥ ln(n)}. Sine
n > 0, then P(Rn = 0|X0 = 0) = 0 and Rn = inf{t > 0 : −rt +Xt ≥ ln(n)}. We apply
Lemma 5.6 to t 7→ −rt+Xt and x = ln(n) : Rn = τ ln(n) P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely and
E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= ne−Φ¯(0)ln(n) = n1−Φ¯(0), (13)
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where Φ¯(0) is the largest solution of the equation ψ¯(λ) = 0 where
ψ¯(λ) = (m− r)λ+ σ
2
2
λ2 +
∫ 0
−∞
(eλx − 1− λx1x>−1)Π(dx).
The largest solution of the equation ψ¯(λ) = 0 satises Φ¯(0) > 1. Indeed, ψ¯ is a
ontinuous funtion, ψ¯(1) = m−r+ σ2
2
+
∫ 0
−∞(e
x−1−x1x>−1)Π(dx) < 0 (by Assumption
2.3) and this funtion goes to innity when λ goes to innity.
Let us take the limit in (13),
limn→∞E
(
e−rRn+XRn1Rn<∞|X0 = 0
)
= 0.
✷
The assumptions of Proposition 3.10 are heked and the smallest optimal stopping
time has the form
τbc = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ bc}.
Now we seek L and G. In [17℄, the author alulates the Laplae transform of a
stopping time of the form τ−x = inf{t > 0 : Xt < x} and the joint Laplae transform of
(τ−x , Xτ−x ). In order to be able to apply his results, we show that if there exists a non
null Gaussian omponent, then the hitting time τ−x is equal to τx = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ x}.
Proposition 5.7 Let X be a spetrally negative proess with a non null Gaussian om-
ponent. Then, P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely
inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ x} = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt < x} = inf{t > 0 : Xt < x}
for x ≤ 0.
The proof of this proposition rests on the following result :
Proposition 5.8 Let X be a spetrally negative proess and τ−y = inf{t > 0 : Xt < y}.
1. (Theorem 8.1 (ii) page 214 of [17℄)
For any x ∈ R and r ≥ 0,
E
(
e−rτ
−
0 1τ−0 <∞|X0 = x
)
= Z(r)(x)− r
Φ(r)
W (r)(x).
2. It is enough to remark that τ−x = inf{t > 0 : Xt < x} = inf{t > 0 : Xt − x < 0} to
dedue that for r ≥ 0, the Laplae transform of τ−x is equal to
E
(
e−rτ
−
x 1τ−x <∞|X0 = 0
)
= E
(
e−rτ
−
0 1τ−0 <∞|X0 = −x
)
= Z(r)(−x)− r
Φ(r)
W (r)(−x).
(14)
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Proof of Proposition 5.7
• Case x=0
Remark that τ0 = 0 P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely. We denote τ ′x = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt < x}.
We want to show that τ−0 = 0 and τ
′
0 = 0 P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely.
Using Proposition 5.8 for x = 0, we obtain :
E
(
e−rτ
−
0 1τ−0 <∞|X0 = 0
)
= Z(r)(0)− r
Φ(r)
W (r)(0).
Sine X has unbounded variation, then by Proposition 5.2 (2), W (r)(0) = 0 and by
Remark 5.4 ii), Z(r)(0) = 1, so
E
(
e−rτ
−
0 1τ−0 <∞|X0 = 0
)
= 1.
However 0 ≤ e−rτ−0 1τ−0 <∞ ≤ 1 implies e−rτ
−
0 1τ−0 <∞ = 1 P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely, and
τ−0 = 0.
The proess X is smaller than a Brownian motion with drift, Xt ≤ mt+σWt for every
t ≥ 0, and
P(τ ′0 = 0|X0 = 0) ≥ P(τ
′m,W
x = 0|X0 = 0)
where τ
′m,W
x = inf{t ≥ 0 : mt + σWt < x}. However P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely we have
inf{t ≥ 0 : mt + σWt < 0} = inf{t ≥ 0 : mt+ σWt = 0},
so P(τ
′m,W
0 = 0|X0 = 0) = 1, onsequently P(τ ′0 = 0|X0 = 0) = 1.
• Case x<0
Sine x < 0, then P(τ ′x = 0|X0 = 0) = 0 and τ ′x = τ−x P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely. We want
to show that τx = τ
′
x P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely. Sine τx ≤ τ ′x, then τ ′x = τx + τ ′x ◦ θτx
where θ is the translation operator. Apply the strong Markov property at τx :
P(τx = τ
′
x|X0 = 0) = E
[
E(1τ ′x=0|X0 = Xτx)|X0 = 0
]
=E(1Xτx<x|X0 = 0) + E
(
1Xτx=xP(τ
′
x = 0|X0 = x)|X0 = 0
)
.
Sine P(τ ′x = 0|X0 = x) = P(τ ′0 = 0|X0 = 0) = 1, then
P(τx = τ
′
x|X0 = 0) = P(Xτx < x|X0 = 0) + P(Xτx = x|X0 = 0) = 1,
and the onlusion holds. ✷
Aording to Proposition 5.7, the optimal stopping time has the form τ−
ln bc
v
P(.|X0 = 0)-almost surely. We an use (14) from Proposition 5.8 and Proposition 5.9
below to nd the funtions L and G.
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Proposition 5.9 (Exerie 8.7 de [17℄)
Let X be a spetrally negative proess and τ−x = inf{t > 0 : Xt < x}. For any x < 0,
c ≥ 0 and r ≥ ψ(c) ∨ 0, we have :
E
(
e
−rτ−x +c(Xτ−x −x)1τ−x <∞|X0 = 0
)
= e−cx
(
Z(r−ψ(c))c (−x)−
r − ψ(c)
Φ(r)− cW
(r−ψ(c))
c (−x)
)
.
By Lemma 3.3, the proess t 7→ e−rt
(
−αveXt
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
)
onverges in L1 and almost surely
to 0. Thus, in our ase we an remove the indiator funtion 1τ−x <∞. The funtion g(., b)
has the form − αv
r−ψ(1) +
c
r
if v ≤ b ; if not −αv
r−ψ(1)G
(
ln b
v
)
+ c
r
L (ln b
v
)
, where
G(x) =Z(r−ψ(1))1 (−x)−
r − ψ(1)
Φ(r)− 1W
(r−ψ(1))
1 (−x),
L(x) =Z(r)(−x)− r
Φ(r)
W (r)(−x).
Remark that the funtion x 7→ G(x) is ontinuous at x = 0. Indeed, using Denition
5.3 and Proposition 5.2, limx↑0G(x) = 1 = G(0).
In order to be able to hek the assumptions of Theorem 3.14, we prove the following
results :
Proposition 5.10 For any x > 0, r ≥ ψ(c) ∨ 0 and c ∈ R, the following equalities are
true :
1. Z
′(r)(x) = rW (r)(x),
2. W
′(r−ψ(c))
c (x) = −ce−cxW (r)(x) + e−cxW ′(r)(x),
3. Z
′(r−ψ(c))
c (x) = (r − ψ(c))W (r−ψ(c))c (x) = (r − ψ(c))e−cxW (r)(x).
Proof
1. By denition Z(r)(x) = 1 + r
∫ x
0
W (r)(y)dy, thus Z
′(r)(x) = rW (r)(x).
2. For the seond equality, it is enough to dierentiate the relation W
(r−ψ(c))
c (x) =
e−cxW (r)(x).
3. For the last relation, it is enough to dierentiate the funtion
x 7→ Z(r−ψ(c))c (x) = 1 + (r − ψ(c))
∫ x
0
W (r−ψ(c))c (y)dy
and Z
′(r−ψ(c))
c (x) = (r − ψ(c))W (r−ψ(c))c (x) = (r − ψ(c))e−cxW (r)(x).
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✷The following result is obtained by using Proposition 5.2 ((2) and (3)) and Proposition
5.10.
Corollary 5.11 Let X be a spetrally negative proess with unbounded variation. For
any r ≥ ψ(c) ∨ 0 and c ∈ R :
1. Z
′(r)(0) = 0 and Z
′(r−ψ(c))
c (0) = 0,
2. W
′(r−ψ(c))
c (0) =
2
σ2
.
Proposition 5.12 (proof of Theorem 9.11 page 258 of [17℄)
For any r ≥ 0 and x ≥ 0 :
W
′(r)(x)− ψ(r)W (r)(x) > 0.
Now we have all the neessary tools to hek the assumptions of Theorem 3.14 :
(1) G has left derivative at x = 0.
(2) Moreover
G ′(0−) =− (r − ψ(1))W (r)(0) + r − ψ(1)
Φ(r)− 1
[
−W (r)(0) +W ′(r)(0)
]
=
r − ψ(1)
Φ(r)− 1W
′(r)(0) > 0
by Proposition 5.12 for x = 0. Sine L′(0−) = r
Φ(r)
W
′(r)(0), then b˜ = c(Φ(r)−1)
αΦ(r)
.
(3) Using Proposition 5.2 (4), g(., b˜) ∈ C2(]b˜, ∞[). We use Denition 5.3 (2) and Propo-
sition 5.10 to ompute the rst derivative of g(., b˜).
∂g
∂v
(v, b˜) = −α
r−ψ(1)Z
(r−ψ(1))
1
(
lnv
b˜
)
+W
′(r)
(
lnv
b˜
)(
αb˜
v(Φ(r)−1) − cvΦ(r)
)
+W (r)
(
lnv
b˜
)(
−αb˜
v
+ c
v
)
.
However b˜ = c(ψ(r)−1)
αψ(r)
, so
αb˜
v(Φ(r)−1) − cvΦ(r) = 0 and −αb˜v + cv = cvΦ(r) .
∂g
∂v
(v, b˜) = − α
r − ψ(1)Z
(r−ψ(1))
1
(
ln
v
b˜
)
+
c
vΦ(r)
W (r)
(
ln
v
b˜
)
.
By dierentiating this relation, we obtain the seond derivative of g(., b˜) :
∂g2
∂v2
(v, b˜) = − α
v(r − ψ(1))Z
′(r−ψ(1))
1
(
ln
v
b˜
)
− c
v2Φ(r)
W (r)
(
ln
v
b˜
)
+
c
v2Φ(r)
W
′(r)
(
ln
v
b˜
)
.
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Using Proposition 5.10, and replaing b˜ by its value, we obtain
∂g2
∂v2
(v, b˜) =
c
v2Φ(r)
W
′(r)
(
ln
v
b˜
)
− c
v2
W (r)
(
ln
v
b˜
)
=
c
v2Φ(r)
[
W
′(r)
(
ln
v
b˜
)
− Φ(r)W (r)
(
ln
v
b˜
)]
> 0
by Proposition 5.12. Thus, the funtion g(., b˜) is stritly onvex on ]b˜, ∞[.
We apply Theorem 3.14, Bc = b˜ and the smallest optimal stopping time is
τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc}.
Proposition 5.13 Let X be a spetrally negative proess with a non null Gaussian om-
ponent. Then, with the notations introdued in Setion 5,
1. The smallest optimal stopping time is τ ∗(c) = inf{t ≥ 0 : Vt ≤ Bc} where
Bc =
c(Φ(r)−1)
αΦ(r)
.
2. For v > Bc, the value funtion w is equal to
αv
r−ψ(1)− cr+ −αvr−ψ(1)
[
Z
(r−ψ(1))
1
(
ln v
Bc
)
− r−ψ(1)
ψ(r)−1W
(r−ψ(1))
1
(
ln v
Bc
)]
+ c
r
[
Z(r)
(
ln v
Bc
)
− r
ψ(r)
W (r)
(
ln v
Bc
)]
.
Conlusion
Our method is muh easier than the traditional methods (Wiener-Hopf fatorization 
see for exemple [2, 3, 16℄, Monte-Carlo method as in [21℄ or integro-dierential equations
as in [9, 22℄). It an be used for all Lévy proess when the the joint Laplae transform of
(τb, Xτb) is known, where τb = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ b}.
6 Appendix
6.1 Optimal stopping tools
For the sake of ompleteness, we reall some lassial results of optimal stopping theory
used to solve the problem studied in this paper (we refer to [14℄ and [26℄).
Theorem 6.1 (Theorem 3.4 of [14℄)
Let V. be a strong Markov proess and Y. a proess of lass D of the form t 7→ e−rtf(Vt)
where f is a measurable funtion. Let J be its Snell envelope (i.e. the smallest su-
permartingale larger than Y ) : Jt = esssupτ∈∆,τ≥tE[Yτ | Ft]. Then J. has the form
t 7→ Jt = e−rts(Vt) where the funtion s is alled "r-reduite" of f .
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Theorem 6.2 (Optimality riteria  Remark 3.5 of [14℄)
Let Y. be a strong Markov proess and J its Snell envelope. A stopping time τ
∗
is
optimal if and only if :
- Yτ∗ = Jτ∗,
- J.∧τ∗ is a martingale.
Theorem 6.3 (Theorem 3.3 page 127 of [26℄)
Let V. be a strong Markov proess and Y. a proess of the form t 7→ f(Vt) where f is a
measurable funtion. Let J be the Snell envelope of Y .
For any ε ≥ 0, let τε = inf{t ≥ 0 : Jt ≤ Yt+ε}. If Yt satises the following onditions
: P(limt↓0Yt = Y0) = 1, E[supt≥0max(Yt, 0)] <∞, E[supt≥0 −min(Yt, 0)] <∞, then
1. For any ε > 0, the times τε are ε-optimal stopping times.
2. If the funtion f is upper semiontinuous, i.e. limy→xf(y) ≤ f(x), then τ0 is an
optimal stopping time.
3. If there exists an optimal time τ ∈ ∆, then P(τ0 ≤ τ) = 1 and τ0 ∈ ∆ is optimal.
Remark 6.4 i) Under the hypothesis of Theorem 6.3, if the funtion f is u.s.., then
using 3., τ0 is the smallest optimal stopping time.
ii) Theorem 6.3 is also heked when Y is a proess of the form t 7→ e−rtf¯(Vt) where f¯ is
a measurable funtion. Indeed, sine Xt = (Vt, t), t ≥ 0 is a strong Markov proess it is
enough to onsider f(Xt) = e
−rtf¯(Vt).
Lemma 6.5 (Lemma 3.8. page 123 of [26℄)
Let Y be a strong Markov proess and J its Snell envelope. For any ε ≥ 0, let
τε = inf{t ≥ 0 : Jt ≤ Yt + ε}. If the proess Y satises the following onditions
P(limt↓0Yt = Y0) = 1 and E[supt≥0max(Yt, 0)] <∞, then for any ε > 0, P (τε <∞) = 1.
Theorem 6.6 (Theorem 25 page 92 of [8℄)
A positive right ontinuous supermartingale X is of lass D if and only if
limn→∞E (XRn1Rn<∞) = 0
where Rn = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≥ n}.
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6.2 Useful result
Next, we present a useful result for the alulation of the optimal strategy in the ase
of a partiular mixed diusion-jump proess. The following proposition starts from [15℄
and [7℄. In [15℄ and [7℄, the authors alulate the Laplae transform of a rst passage
time of the form τ b = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≥ b} where X is a mixed diusion-jump proess
and the jump size is a random variable with a double exponential distribution. They also
alulate the joint Laplae transform of (τ b, Xτb) and give the alulation algorithm in
the ase of a rst passage time of the form τb = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ b}.
Throughout this setion (Wt, t ≥ 0) is a standard Brownian motion, (Nt, t ≥ 0) a
Poisson proess with onstant positive intensity a, (Yi, i ∈ N) is a sequene of independent
and identially distributed random variables with a double exponential distribution, i.e.
the ommon density of Y is given by
fY (y) = pη1e
−η1y1y>0 + qη2eη2y1y<0
where p+ q = 1, p, q > 0, η1 > 1 and η2 > 0.
Proposition 6.7 Let τ be a the rst passage time of the form
τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ≤ b}
where m ∈ R, σ > 0, b < 0 and Xt = mt+ σWt +
∑Nt
i=1 Yi, t ≥ 0. For any r ≥ 0 :
E[e−rτ |X0 = 0] = ψ2(η2 + ψ3)
(ψ2 − ψ3)η2 e
−bψ3 − ψ3(η2 + ψ2)
(ψ2 − ψ3)η2 e
−bψ2 , (15)
E[e−rτ+Xτ1τ<∞|X0 = 0] = eb
[
(η2 + ψ3)(ψ2 − 1)
(ψ2 − ψ3)(η2 + 1)e
−bψ3 +
(η2 + ψ2)(1− ψ3)
(ψ2 − ψ3)(η2 + 1)e
−bψ2
]
, (16)
where ψ2, ψ3 are the negative roots of the equation
mψ +
σ2
2
ψ2 + a[
η1p
η1 − ψ +
η2q
η2 + ψ
− 1] = r, (17)
−∞ < ψ3 < −η2 < ψ2 < 0.
Proof
Using Theorem 3.1 of [15℄, the Laplae transform of the following stopping time
τ b = inf{t ≥ 0 : mt + σWt +
∑Nt
i=1 Yi ≥ b} where b > 0, is :
E[e−rτ
b|X0 = 0] = ψ0(η1 − ψ1)
(ψ0 − ψ1)η1 e
−bψ1 +
ψ1(−η1 + ψ0)
(ψ0 − ψ1)η1 e
−bψ0
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where 0 < ψ1 < η1 < ψ0 <∞ are the positive roots of the equation
mψ +
σ2
2
ψ2 + a[
η1p
η1 − ψ +
η2q
η2 + ψ
− 1] = r.
By Corollary 3.3 of [15℄, for any β < η1,
E[e−rτ
b+βX
τb1τb<∞|X0 = 0] = eβb[
(η1 − ψ1)(ψ0 − β)
(ψ0 − ψ1)(η1 − β)e
−bψ1 +
(ψ0 − η1)(ψ1 − β)
(ψ0 − ψ1)(η1 − β)e
−bψ0 ].
(18)
The result follows from Remark 4.2 [15℄. Indeed, aording to Remark 4.2 of [15℄ or
[7℄, to make the same alulation as above for a stopping time of the form
τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : mt+σWt+
∑Nt
i=1 Yi ≤ b} where b < 0, we only need to make the following
hanges : p 7→ q, q 7→ p, ψ1 7→ −ψ2, ψ0 7→ −ψ3, η1 7→ η2, η2 7→ η1, b 7→ −b, β 7→ −β
where ψ2 and ψ3 are the negative roots of the equation (17). ✷
Remark 6.8 Even if p = 1 (and thus q = 0), the relation (18) is true. But, sine p = 1,
the equation (17) has only one negative root and in this ase (15) and (16) are not true.
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